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UAE
Fujairah Cement Industries to establish new company Sohar Cement Co. in Oman
Oman: Fujairah Cement Industries announced it will establish a new company in the Sultanate, entitled Sohar
Cement Co.
Daily Cement: 248/
Arkan Building Materials aims to enter new markets and boost exports
Arkan Building Materials said it has registered a solid growth this year and is now aiming to increase exports to
20% of the group's total revenues over the next 3 years.
Daily cement
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Höganäs Bjuf inaugurates the world’s most
modern plant for monolithic products

On 01st of September 2016, Höganäs Bjuf inaugurated the world’s most modern plant for the production of
monolithic products in Bjuv, Sweden. The facility, with a total capacity of 30,000 tonnes per years, will be used
for production of a new generation monolithic products for customers in e.g. the cement, steel and aluminium
industries in 70 countries around the world.
In 2015, Höganäs Bjuf took the strategic decision to develop a new generation of monolithic products with even
better properties than those available on the market today. To ensure quality and safe deliveries, Höganäs Bjuf also
decided to build the world’s most modern plant for the production of monolithic products in Bjuv, Sweden. The
plant, which represents an investment of about 40 MSEK was inaugurated on 01st of September 2016.
The new factory has a floor area of approximately 1,000 m2 and is designed to produce 30,000 tonnes of monolithic
products per year. High degree of automation and the latest mixing technology ensure high and consistent product
quality. The factory is completely dust-free and designed with sustainability in mind.
The new Höganäs range of monolithic products has significantly better characteristics than current products on
the market. A unique bonding technology makes it possible to both mix and dry them significantly faster than
conventional monolithics, saving time and money for the customers. Four product families, plus the well-known
Borgestad range, meet all relevant market requirements. An app for smartphones gives customers access to
product data and installation instructions in a few clicks.
Höganäs Bjuf has been manufacturing refractory products for almost 200 years thereby gaining a technology
leader position in the market. In recent years, the company has intensified and enhanced research and development
by recruiting international expertise and building up one of Europe’s most modern laboratories for refractory
products.
Along with the new factory and product range, these extensive investments are fully in line with the company’s
commitment to offer customers a total solution, which in addition to a broad product range includes design,
engineering, logistics, supervision and installation.
For more information contact Egil Friestad, phone +46 705 746622 or at egil.friestad@hoganasbjuf.se
Höganäs Bjuf is part of Borgestad Industries, a leading global supplier of refractory solutions and products to
customers in more than 70 countries. Operations are conducted through eight renowned brands: Höganäs Bjuf,
Borgestad Fabrikker, J.H. Björklund, T Knutsson, GL Contracting, AG Port, Macon and Mektec.
Borgestad Industries has a turnover of about 700 MSEK and is part of Borgestad ASA listed on Olso Stock
Exchange. Borgestad Industries operational headquarters are located in Bjuv, Sweden.
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When only the best is good enough
Are you looking for the best monolithic
products? Try the new generation monolithics
from Höganäs Bjuf. A unique bonding method
makes them both significantly faster to mix and
dry than traditional monolithic products, saving
time and money. With four product families,
plus the well-known monolithics from
Borgestad, we cover all your needs.
But to manufacture the best monolithics you need
to do right from the very start. That is why we recently
inaugurated the world’s most modern plant for
monolithic products in Bjuv, Sweden.
This initiative shows our ambition to offer our customers
a total solution, which in addition to a broad product
range includes design, engineering, logistics,
supervision and installation.
For more information, visit www.hoganasbjuf.com

BEDESCHI EXPERIENCE WITH THE COAL LIFE
CYCLE:FROM QUARRY TO CEMENT PLANT
By: Marco Bertorelle – Sales Manager Bedeschi Spa
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Key characteristics of the double roller crusher include:
Key characteristics of the double roller crusher include:
 The generation of a low quantity of fines and high
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Bedeschi is able to minimize environmental problems
due to dust emission by stocking material in an enclosed
warehouse. In addition, all of the machines have dust
filters created by the Bedeschi affiliate company CTP,
therefore Bedeschi Group may propose totally dust
free environmental friendly solutions.
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Soft landing after a rough flight Flexco’s EZIB
impact beds are an effective means of preventing
material loss
High-energy impacts in the loading zone are a
frequent cause of material loss in conveyor systems
used in coal mines, underground mines and gravel
quarries. Flexco impact beds prevent this by slowing
down the material that falls onto the conveyor. The
EZIB systems are an efficient example. Users can
easily modify and fit them thanks to the adjustable
trough angle.
The product range is equipped with standard
components, which makes it both effective and
affordable. The impact strips made from tough ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene (PE-UHMW)
absorb the impact force of the falling material, while
the outer protective strip, which is likewise made of
PE-UHMW, seals the loading zone. The system is
suitable for light and medium-duty loads. Impact beds
are also available in lengths of 600 and 1,200 mm. This
solution enables users to significantly increase the life
of their systems as they are subjected to considerably
less load. Combined with Flexco sliding beds, they can
be expanded to form complete loading zone systems.
Service engineers can change the trough angle to get
easy access to the strips and bolts, permitting quick,
reliable maintenance.
EZIB impact beds are suitable for belt speeds of up
to five metres per second and operating temperatures
from -40° to +82° C.
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Flexco provides solutions for light and medium-duty
applications. To select the right impact bed, users must
determine the weight of the largest material being
conveyed and then multiply it by the drop height. This
gives the approximate impact energy.
Users of conveyor systems can easily modify and fit
the EZIB impact beds thanks to the adjustable trough
angle.
About the Company
Flexible Steel Lacing Company (FLEXCO),
headquartered in Downers Grove, Illinois in the USA,
is the leading international specialist for mechanical
conveyor belt fastener systems, belt cleaners, belt
positioners, impact beds and pulley lagging for lightand heavy-duty applications. With the company's
innovative solutions, endusers can substantially
reduce downtime and increase productivity. FLEXCO
Europe GmbH is the German subsidiary of FLEXCO,
and is headquartered in Rosenfeld, where the company
currently has 60 employees. For more information,
see: www.flexco.com.

Innovative processes for bulk handling

Since 1978, STANDARD INDUSTRIE International is a specialist in the design and manufacture of
equipment to facilitate the handling of powdery bulk products safely and with respect for the environment.
With our methods, you can optimise the performance of your production tools while reducing your
operating and maintenance costs.
4 FIELDS OF ACTIVITY AT YOUR SERVICE

BLOCKAGE & BUILD-UP REMOVAL
STANDARD INDUSTRIE International offers customised technologies for different kinds of blockage.
These preventive solutions allow you to optimise your productivity
by helping you regain your entire storage capacity.
PRODUCTS: AIRCHOC® Wireless air cannon & MACSYS Wireless
multi-output air cannon.
INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANING
STANDARD INDUSTRIE International offers a wide range of
industrial vacuum equipment to meet all your cleaning, pumping
and recycling needs: from 4 to 300 kW - electric or diesel - fixed
or mobile units, to trucks with pre-separators and accessories.
PRODUCTS: Truck, MOBNET, VALNET, UMA Compact, INC,
GAD, SAM, PAD, Pre-separators and accessories.
CONVEYOR BELTS OPTIMISATION
STANDARD INDUSTRIE International offers an innovative system
that optimises the sealing of any belt conveyor.
Problems regarding safety, reduction of dust emissions and
maintenance costs can be resolved by our patented system.
PRODUCTS: LIFTUBE®

SILOS & HOPPERS CLEANING SERVICES
STANDARD INDUSTRIE International is also a service provider
conducting operations for the cleaning and vacuuming of silos and
hoppers with complete safety and without human intervention within
your storage units.
PRODUCTS: GIRONET, POWERNET / GAD, VALNET, Vacuum
Truck.

The Best of Both Worlds – SMARTREMOVAL has
revolutionized filter hose changing
In the past the choice made by companies purchasing
dust filter systems was in general limited by the type
of plant they already had: Basically, if the height of the
building made filter change possible a Top Removal
System was chosen, as such systems always have a
lower residual dust content compared to Side Removal
Systems. However, if the building was too low, then
a Side Removal System was always chosen, although
these always meant longer stoppages for changing filter
hoses and cleaning. This was seen as the lesser evil
compared to the high costs required for modification
work to the production facilities.
This dilemma inspired the design engineers at
NETZSCH Trockenmahltechnik GmbH to look at the
problem of filter hose changing from the customer´s
point of view. The resulting worldwide innovation,
SMARTREMOVAL, was presented for the first time
at this year´s POWTECH in Nuremberg, Germany
and aroused considerable interest in the branch. This
new type of filter hose changing system combines the
advantages of conventional Top- und Side Removal
Systems in one product.
The main conceptual emphasis during the development
of the SMARTREMOVAL was first and foremost
on enabling an intuitive filter hose change without
tools, which could be carried out easily and rapidly.
In practice stoppages necessary for changing the filter
hoses constitute a major cost factor, which can even be
decisive for the profitability of individual campaigns
with frequent product change.
A further focus was on reducing the residual dust
content down to that of a Top Removal System. In the
end, the designers of the SMARTREMOVAL were able
to solve both tasks. The well thought out installation
technology (patent pending) is constructed in such a
way to exclude mounting errors and the mounting of
the SMARTREMOVAL is up to 80% quicker than that
of previous Side Removal systems. In addition to this
its residual dust content is so low that it is comparable
to that of conventional Top Removal systems.
In future users and plant builders of dust filter systems
no longer only have the limited choice between two
systems characterized by obvious weaknesses. On the
contrary, now everybody can choose the new optimal
solution when building, modifying or modernizing
their plant regardless of the height of the building and
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without having to tolerate high residual dust contents:
NETZSCH SMARTREMOVAL.
www.netzsch-grinding.com
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PRACTICE-RELATED EXPERIENCE
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